SPRAY STOP TAPE - ESSENTIAL
FOR ALL MARINE APPLICATIONS
SOLAS REGS COMPLIANT

New from PSP Marine Tapes is Spray Stop,
designed to prevent the spray of fuel, hot water
or steam from burst pipes, pipe joints, flanges,
boilers, exhaust manifolds, silencers and engine
installations. This anti-splash tape can be used
for many applications in the commercial marine,
marine leisure and superyacht markets and is
supplied in easy to stow, handy see through
packs.
Spray Stop tape is now a requirement under
SOLAS Regulation 11-2/15.2.11. The SOLAS
Regulations are clearly aimed at minimising the
risk of fire, which is prevented with two equally
applicable measures - insulation of hot surfaces
and screening or shielding of pipe connections
in pipelines containing fuel oil, lubrication oil
and hydraulic oil. Spray Stop tape is now an
essential, low cost requirement for every marine
engine room!
Spray Stop from PSP is a multi-layer aluminium
and glass cloth, coated with a high performance,
heat resistant silicon adhesive. Spray Stop in
the retail pack is available in two widths 25mm
or 50mm, each in one metre lengths and for the
commercial market can be ordered in various
widths by 10m rolls. The tape is easy to apply
in an overlapping spiral wrap under tension and
is quickly able to prevent leakage and splashing
from hot, dangerous flammable liquids or steam.

......

PSP Marine Tapes’ mission is to constantly evolve products to meet the discerning requirements of
the marine world; in this instance to provide an essential tape which conforms with SOLAS. This is
part of ongoing development to make sure that PSP’s specialist products work for their customers
and that they have the right solution to hand for safety, fastening or on board repairs. All PSP
products are easy to find anywhere in the world – just look for the logo, which is the international
code flags ‘Papa, Sierra, Papa’.

Availability:
Via retailers and commercial distributors worldwide. If you experience difficulties obtaining this
special tape please contact PSP direct.
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